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VisibleVisibleVisible from abovefrom abovefrom aboveClearlyClearlyClearly



Photo taken from a height of 30 meters

*The back is solid white.

● 10 sheets
Specifications
Size
Holes
Material
Weight

395 × 395 × 1mm
φ10mm / 5 holes
PP (polypropylene)
approx. 150g / 1 sheet

CAUTION
・

・

Matte coating restrains halationMatte coating restrains halationMatte coating restrains halation
Matte coating restrains halation that might be causedMatte coating restrains halation that might be caused
by sunlight when photographed from above. It leads to by sunlight when photographed from above. It leads to 
photos with high discriminability.photos with high discriminability.
*Black and yellow: matte coating  White: matte material (no coating)*Black and yellow: matte coating  White: matte material (no coating)

Matte coating restrains halation that might be caused
by sunlight when photographed from above. It leads to
photos with high discriminability.
*Black and yellow: matte coating  White: matte material (no coating)

PP: Right & hardly bendPP: Right & hardly bendPP: Right & hardly bend
By using rigid resin: polypropylene(PP) which does notBy using rigid resin: polypropylene(PP) which does not
bend easily, it can be set on a pile, and PP keeps itsbend easily, it can be set on a pile, and PP keeps its
flexibility at the same time to put on various locations.flexibility at the same time to put on various locations.
Right weight as 150g for easy carrying.Right weight as 150g for easy carrying.

By using rigid resin: polypropylene(PP) which does not
bend easily, it can be set on a pile, and PP keeps its
flexibility at the same time to put on various locations.
Right weight as 150g for easy carrying.

Center hole to put exactly on a datum point, and fourCenter hole to put exactly on a datum point, and four
fixing holes at the corners to prevent being swept awayfixing holes at the corners to prevent being swept away
by wind.by wind.

Center hole to put exactly on a datum point, and four
fixing holes at the corners to prevent being swept away
by wind.

Center hole for a coordinateCenter hole for a coordinateCenter hole for a coordinate

Your Local Authorized Myzox Dealer is :

Ground Control Point - Black / White
Product Name

Ground Control Point - Black / Yellow
Ground Control Point - White circle / Black

221816
Code No.

221817
222171

TH400-BW
Model

TH400-BY
TH400-BWR

*This product does not contain fixing nails.*This product does not contain fixing nails.*This product does not contain fixing nails.

Quantity

Driving nails too hard may cause damage
to the sheet.
Use of stone to hold the sheet will make
a scratch on the coating.


